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For a long time there has been much confusion among arachnologists about the correct ' V
identity of the above-mentioned species, of which the original descriptions appeared between

1830 and 1834. In the course of the 20th century a stabilization was gradually achieved, and

especially since 1953 most authors distinguished two species: C. atropos (Walckenaer, 1830)

and C. terre s tris (Wider, 1834).

A study of the original descriptions and of some data in the respective literature has led

to the conclusion that most authors have interpreted the original description of atropos erro-

neously. It appeared that C. atropos Walckenaer is identical with the species recorded,

especially since 1953, as C. terrestris, whilst the species recorded, especially since 1953, as

C. atropos, should be denoted with the name C. saxatilis Blackwall.

A comparative study of an extensive collection of specimens from different regions resulted

in the conclusion that the identification of the males of these species is fairly easy, whereas

none of the characters used for the identification of the females, when considered separately,

is absolutely reliable: sometimes several characters have to be taken into consideration

simultaneously.

Drassus atropos was originally described by Walckenaer in 1830 (p. 171);

an amplified redescription was published by him in 1837 (p. 627). The descrip-

tions of two apparently closely related species appeared in the meantime, viz.,

those of Clubiona saxatilis Blackwall (1833 : 436) and Aranea terrestris Wider

(1834 : 215). There is no doubt that these species all belong to the genus Coelotes.

Up to now, however, there has been considerable confusion among arachnologists

about the correct identity of these (and other) species of the genus. Nevertheless

the opinion gradually prevailed that in West and Central Europe two common
species only occur; authors did, however, not agree on the correct names and the

synonymy.

KuLCZYNSKi was the first to make an attempt to elucidate the confusion

about these species (Chyzer & Kulczynski, 1897 : 160—161; Kulczynski,

1906 : 438—440, 446—447), although he had to admit that he could not solve

all difficulties. In his 1906 paper this author gave extensive descriptions (in Latin)

and rather good figures of 20 European species of the genus Amaurohius ( =
Coelotes^, including atropos and terrestris; according to him saxatilis was a syno-

nym of atropos.

Good descriptions and partly also distinct figures are given by O. Pickard-

Cambridge (1879), DE Lessert (1910), Simon (1937), Locket & Millidge
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(1953), and especially Wiehle (1963); these authors distinguish two species, viz.,

atropos and terrestris, and consider saxatilis a synonym of atropos.

The species are, however, confounded by Simon (1875) and Bösenberg

(1902), whilst M. Dahl (1931) even regarded both saxatilis and terrestris as

synonyms of atropos.

Because I was not completely satisfied with this situation, I started a study of

the original descriptions and of some data in the respective literature, while a

large number of specimens from different regions has been compared, viz., from

the Netherlands (van Hasselt Collection, Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Historie,

Leiden), South Limburg (Br. Arnoud, Heerlen); from Germany, Stolberg and

Goslar, Harz (Zoologisches Museum, Hamburg), Göttingen (Dr. H. Homann),

Erlangen (Dr. E. Tretzel); from Luxemburg (Dr. L. Muller, Luxemburg, Mr.

P.
J.

van Helsdingen, Leiden) ; from France, Chaville and Les Contamines

(Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris) ; from Switzerland (van Hels-

dingen, Mr. J.
A. DE Priester, Voorschoten) and from several parts of Great

Britain, in the British Museum (Natural History); P. Cambridge Collection,

University Museum, Oxford; Dr. G. H. Locket, Stockbridge.

I wish to thank Dr. L. van der Hammen(Rijksmuseum van Natuurlijke Histo-

rie, Leiden), Dr. G. Rack (Zoologisches Museum, Hamburg), Dr.
J.

F. JézéQUEL

(Muséum National d'Histoire Naturelle, Paris), Mr. D. J.
Clark (British Museum,

Natural History) and Mr. A. M. Ackland (University Museum, Oxford) and

further all collectors mentioned above, for the kindness with which they put all

these materials at my disposal; I am grateful to Dr. van der Hammen, Dr.

Locket and Dr. O. Kraus (Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt a. M.) for their

suggestions with regard to this problem and their help in several details of my

investigations.

The study led me to the following conclusions:

(1) Many authors, especially since 1953, correctly distinguish two species.

(2) C. terrestris Wider is a synonym of C. atropos Walckenaer; most authors

erroneously interpreted the original description of atropos, so that, consequent-

ly, C. terrestris auct. =: C. atropos Walckenaer, 1830; and C. atropos auct.

r= C. saxatilis Blackwall, 1833.

(3) The identification of the males is fairly easy; the characters of the patellar

apophysis of the palp and the shape of several parts of the bulbus are clear

and almost invariable;

(4) none of the characters given for the identification of the females is absolutely

reliable, when considered separately, a fact already revealed by some contra-

dictions between the descriptions by different authors.

(1) C. atropos auct. and C. terrestris auct. are two different species: a com-

parison of the descriptions and the figures, especially of the copulatory organs,

clearly reveals specific differences.

(2 A) C. terrestris Wider, 1834, is the same species as C. atropos Walckenaer,

1830. My arguments are the following.

(a) Drassus atropos was described after a female from "la forêt de Villers Cot-
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terets" ± 70 km NE of Paris; Walckenaer noted that the male was unknown

(p. 172). In his redescription of the species in 1837 he described also a male from

"le plateau de la montagne qui domine la butte du Trésor, laquelle fournit la

source des Eaux-Bonnes, dans les Pyrénées, à l'extrémité de la vallée d'Ossau";

according to Kulczynski (1906 : 438) this male belongs to a different species.

Walckenaer gave an extensive description of the female, full of details;

especially his description of the abdomen of the female is very clear; it runs as

follows: "Abdomen ... brun ... ayant une ligne jaunâtre, fusiforme, qui, depuis

le corselet, se prolonge jusqu'au tiers de la longueur de l'abdomen, et qui est

trifide à son extrémité, ou qui se termine par trois traits ou virgules, dont les

latérales sont les plus grosses, tandis que celle du milieu est plus fine et manque

quelquefois. Cette raie jaune est bordée de noir, formant deux lignes qui se rejoig-

nent à l'extrémité, et n'en composant plus qu'une qui atteint jusqu'à l'anus. Mais

cette ligne noire est interrompue transversalement par quatre chevrons jaunâtres,

qui font suite au chevron bifide ou trifide qui termine la ligne jaunâtre; et après

cette ligne, le milieu du dos présente une suite de chevrons jaunes, parallèles,

d'autant plus rapprochés entre eux, qu'ils se rapprochent le plus de l'anus."

(p. 171).

From this quotation it appears that, after a thorough study, descriptions given

by authors of the past sometimes are of greater importance than often has been

assumed, especially when these refer to rather common species.

The type-specimen of C. terrestris is also a female; it originates from Beerfelden,

±L 40 km ENEof Mannheim. Wider's description is much shorter: with reference

to the abdomen of the female he only says: "Hinterleib ... dunkel schwarzbraun.

Ueber den Rücken läuft eine Reihe paarweise stehender, heller, länglich runder

Flecken, die sich in einem Winkel vereinigen." (p. 215). "(Hinterleib) ... oben

und in den Seiten ist es dunkel schwarzbraun, nur über die Mitte des Rückens läuft

ein Streifen heller Doppelflecke, die sich in einem vorwärts gerichteten Winkel

paarweise vereinigen, aber oft fast ganz verloschen sind" (p. 216).

Weare certain as to the identity of this species because the type material is still

present in the Senckenberg Museum, Frankfurt a.M. Dr. Kraus made a careful

study of these specimens, which convinced him that C. terrestris sensu Wiehle,

1963 (= terrestris auct.) is identical with the types. He selected a female as lecto-

type (SMF 12228; leg. F. Wider, 1824); the other specimens, two males and

five females, he indicated as "lecto-paratypoids" (SMF 4725; leg. F. Wider,

1824); he kindly permitted me to publish this selection herewith.

A comparison of Walckenaer's description of C. atropos with Wiehle's fig.

108 of terrestris and our fig. 4 shows that these agree in all details. It is true that

the pattern of the abdomen is not always just as distinct (cf. Locket & Millidge,

1953 : 20), so that in these cases one has to consider other characters (cf. our § 4);

this circumstance does, however, not imply an inadequacy of Walckenaer's

description.

(b) Walckenaer himself considered C. terrestris Wider a synonym of his

atropos, 1837 : 628 —list of synonyms —"Aranea terrestris, Reus et Wider, Mus.

Senckenb. p. 215, pi. 14, fig. 10 (Bonne figure)";

11842:
489 "M. Koch a raison de dire que j'ai eu tort de citer Ì' Aranea terrestris
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de M. Wider, comme synonyme de la Clubiona atrox, mais il se trompe lorsq'il

croit que mon Drassus atropos n'est pas la mêmeespèce que \ Arane a terrestris de

Wider, comme l'indique ma synonymie".

(c) The type-locality of atropos Walckenaer is "la forêt de Villers Cotterets"

(±: 70 km NE of Paris, altitude 200—500 m). Simon collected in this forest,

and stated that he only found "terrestris" : "le Drassus atropos est mêmedécrit de

la forêt de Villers Cotterets où je n'ai trouvé que le C. terrestris, sans pouvoir af-

firmer que les deux ne se rencontrent pas dans certains endroits. C. terrestris est

l'espèce des grands forêts du Nord et de l'Est (Ardennes, Normandie, Compiègne,

etc.) tandis que C. atropos se trouve seul dans les bois des environs immédiats de

Paris" (1937 : 1036, note).

It is a pity that Simon did not keep the materials from different localities

separately. Dr. JézéQUEL could only send me two females and one male of C. atro-

pos auct. from Chaville (between Paris and Versailles, leg. 8.V.1921) and two

females and one male (leg. VIII. 1913) of C. terrestris auct., originating from

Les Contamines (Haute Savoie, a few km west of the Mont Blanc). I regret that

I did not have the opportunity of obtaining material from the type-locality of C.

atropos in order to designate a neotype, because this locality seems to be un-

disturbed. I may remark that only exceptionally the two species are found in the

same region, viz., (a) England: two counties, one in the North and one in the

South (Dr. Locket, personal communication); (b) Germany: Stolberg (Harz):

C. atropos auct. (cf. Wiehle, 1963 : 290) and C. terrestris auct., four females and

one male, collected in 1913, preserved in the Zoologisches Museum, Hamburg,

where I could study these specimens.

It seems to me that the conclusion from the data mentioned by me in the fore-

going paragraphs must be that C. terrestris Wider, 1834, is a synonym of C. atropos

Walckenaer, 1830, and that consequently the species generally known as C. ter-

restris henceforward must be named C. atropos Walckenaer.

(2B) C. "atropos" auct. is not C. atropos Walckenaer but C. saxatilis Blackwall,

1833. The arguments are as follows.

(a) Blackwall published an extensive description of Clubiona saxatilis (1833 :

437); the most important part runs as follows: "Abdomen ...; its colour is yel-

lowish brown with numerous black spots above and a black band, broad at the

anterior part but gradually becoming narrower as it approaches the spinners,

extending along the medial line; on each side of this band is a series of short,

oblique, yellowish brown lines, which in some individuals, unite in the posterior

region of the abdomen, forming angles whose vertices are directed forwards". A
redescription of 1861 (p. 170) is nearly identical with that of 1833.

These descriptions fully correspond with typical specimens of C. atropos auct.

(cf. Wiehle, 1963, fig. 107 and our fig. 1) and not with the real C. atropos

Walckenaer (cf. the description 2 A, a).

(b) Dr. Locket has been so kind as to study specimens from the O. Pickard-"

Cambridge collection (Oxford), viz., five males and thirteen females, with bottle

label "Coelotes saxatilis Bl. —atropos Wlk." His conclusion is that these are really

C atropos auct.

(c) The type-locality of saxatilis Blackwall is (Mt) Snowdon in Caernarvon-
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shire (Wales) "under loose fragments of rock" (1833 : 437). "This is a typical

habitat of atropos (auct.) but terrestre is not recorded for that county" (Dr.

Locket, personal communication).

More or less connected with the above-mentioned problem is the disagreement

of arachnologists as to the correct name of the genus. Most authors use Coelotes,

some others are of the opinion that Amaurobius should be preferred. Recently

(1964) Levi & Kraus made an application to the International Commission on

Zoological Nomenclature "(asking that the Commission will) use its plenary

powers to suppress the generic names Amaurobius C. L. Koch, 1836, and Cavator

Blackwall, 1840, and place them on the Official Index of Rejected and Invalid

Generic Names in Zoology, and place the generic names Amaurobius C. L. Koch,

1837, and Coelotes Blackwall, 1841, on the Official List of Generic Names in

Zoology."

I may remark that Clubiona saxatilis Blackwall, 1833, is the type-species (by

monotypy) of Coelotes Blackwall, 1841. Levi & Kraus follow the current usage of

modern authors and consider C. saxatilis a synonym of C. atropos; consequently

they ask the Commission to place C. atropos on the Official List. My investigations,

however, clearly show that saxatilis and atropos are different species, so that it must

be recommended to place the first mentioned species on the Official List.

I realize that the present conclusion will cause some disturbance in current

nomenclature, especially since modern usage seemed to become well-established

after the appearance of the works of Locket & Millidge (1953) and Wiehle

(1963). The usage of the names C. atropos and C. terrestris is, however, not as

unequivocal as would appear from Bonnet (1956), according to whose biblio-

graphy the name atropos appears more than 200 times in literature up to 1939,

terrestris more than 100. These numbers are of little value because identifications

often differed in each country and depended upon preference for taxonomie works

of the own region. The following general rules for the interpretation of records

may be useful.

In England, after the publications of O. Pickard-Cambridge (1879 and 1905)

most terrestris identifications will prove to be terrestris Wider indeed; most atropos

identifications will be atropos auct. {— saxatilis Blw.). Misidentifications cannot

be excluded: in Pickard-Cambridge's own collection (Oxford) two females are

labelled "terrestris Wider {pabulator Cambr. Simon)"; these proved to be atropos

auct. (checked by Dr. Locket and Fr. Chrysanthus). All identifications after

1953 (the date of appearance of the book by Locket & Millidge) will certainly

correspond with the opinion of these authors.

In France, in the second edition of his "Arachnides de France" (1937, edited

by Berland and Face) Simon states (p. 1036, note) that he himself mixed up

the two species "jusque dans ces derniers temps." For this reason all references

until 1937 must be considered with some reserve.

In Germany (and the Netherlands), the references to terrestris will be terrestris

Wider; all references to atropos will almost certainly bear upon the same species.

BÖSENBERG(1902) mixed up the species and M. Dahl (1931) considered the

three species identical. Wiehle, who for the first time in this country clearly
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distinguished the species, writes: "... Coelotes tenestrts (ist) bei weitem die häu-

figste Spezies. Ich selbst habe C. atropos nur einmal gefunden, und zwar im Sep-

tember 1934 in einem Mischwald bei Stolberg (Harz), in beiden Geslechtern

adult" (1963 : 290).

When the possibility of avoidance of too much disturbance in nomenclature is

also taken into account, there are three ways to solve the problem of the specific

names.

(1) The absolutely correct way is to restore the name C. atropos in its original

meaning, and replace C. atropos auct. by C. saxatilis Blackwall. It will be easy to

collect new material at the type-locality (forêt de Villers-Cotterets, Aisne, about

70 km NE of Paris), and designate a neotype for C. atropos.

(2) Suppression of the name C. atropos, resulting in conservation of the name
C. terrestris Wider (= terrestre auct.) and introduction of the name C. saxatilis

Blackwall (= atropos auct.). This is a logical solution, excluding the possibility of

confusion. In my opinion this way should be preferred. Therefore, in the special

part of the present paper below, the names are used in this sense.

(3) Validation under the plenary powers of the name C. atropos in the sense

of modern authors. This solution is illogical and at complete variance with common
sense: it would result in the connection of the name atropos with a species that

does not occur at the type-locality!

My comparison of descriptions and materials also resulted in the two following

conclusions.

(3) The identification of the males is fairly easy: the characters of the patellar

apophysis of the palp and the shape of several parts of the bulbus are distinct and

almost invariable (cf. Locket & Millidge, 1953, figs. 14, 15; Wiehle, 1963,

figs. 113—119; our figs. 3, 6, 9, 11).

(4) None of the characters given for the identification of the females, when
considered separately, is absolutely reliable, a fact already revealed by some contra-

dictions between the descriptions by different authors. The following key sum-

marizes these characters. As mentioned above, the names used here are C. terrestris

Wider (= terrestris auct. r= atropos Walckenaer), and C. saxatilis Blackwall

(= atropos auct. non Walckenaer).

Key to the females

a) abdomen: dark with a lighter longitudinal stripe on the anterior part and

distinct lighter chevrons on the posterior part terrestris

—abdomen lighter, a dark stripe runs its whole length, no chevrons saxatilis

Figure 1, Coelotes saxatilis (Blw.), $, abdomen, X 5; 2, idem, epigyne, X 55;

3, idem, $, left palp, bulbus, ± from above, X 50; 4, C. terrestris (Wider), $, abdomen,

X 5; 5, idem, epigyne, X 55; 6, idem, $, left palp, bulbus, ± from above, X 50;

7, idem, $, sketch of the epigyne, X 55 (for the abbreviations cf. text); 8, C. saxatilis

(Blw.), $, vulva, X 65; 9, idem, $, left palp, tibial apophysis, outside, X 30; 10, C.

terrestris (Wider), ?, vulva, X 65; 11, idem, S, left palp, tibial apophysis, outside, X 30
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b) epigyne: central part square, with a sharp anterior border (fig. 5) . terrestris

—epigyne: central part rectangular, height: width —±3 : 2, without this border

(fig. 2) saxatilis

c) the sides of the epigyne not or hardly broadened towards the tip (fig. 5)

terrestris

—these sides distinctly broadened towards the tip, somewhat shaped like a hockey

stick (fig. 2) saxatilis

d) the visible part of the receptacula seminis (fig. 7, r) nearly at the middle of

the epigyne terrestris

—this part nearer to the base of the epigyne saxatilis

e) dents on either side of the epigyne (fig. 7, d) larger, placed above the middle

of the epigyne terrestris

—dents smaller, placed in the middle of the epigyne saxatilis

f) vulva: (Wiehle, 1963, figs. Ill, 112; our figs. 8, 10) receptacula seminis

broad, paunchy terrestris

—receptacula more slender saxatilis

Table of the examined specimens

a
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Critical discussion of the usual characters (a

—

f, p. 67)

The first-mentioned character (a), the pattern of the abdomen, may often be

decisive but sometimes a decision will be impossible, as already was indicated by

Locket & Millidge (1953 : 20).

The shape of the epigyne (b; table: row a) is often useful. So, if h is more than

1% X w, it is C. saxatilis. If h is less than II/2 X w, it is C. t err estris; there is

a gradual transition. The absolute width of the central part of the epigyne (w)

is not decisive: in terrestris it varies from 0.30 —0.55 mm(average of 25 specimens

0.40 mm); in saxatilis it varies from 0.20 —0.50 mm(average of 22 specimens

0.33 mm).
It seems that the anterior border of the epigyne ("arch", row d) should be

decisive, but in a few specimens a decision is not easy.

The shape of the sides of the epigyne (c; row e) is often useful, but in some

specimens of terrestris the sides are somewhat broadened at their tips and in a few

specimens a decision is quite impossible (nos. B, XV).

The measurements of the dents (e; row f) are of little use: 0.1 mmis always

saxatilis, 0.2 mmis terrestris, while 0.15 mmmay belong to both species.

The position of the dents (e; Qp : row g) and that of the receptacula (d, Q,. :

row h) cannot be used, as clearly appears from the random distribution of the

numbers.

The shape of the vulva (f) is certainly different in the two species, but I doubt

whether an unambiguous judgement is possible without comparison with the vulva

of the related species.

An examination of other characters mentioned by some authors proved that these

are altogether unreliable, as e.g., the diameter of the eyes and their mutual distances

(KuLCZYNSKi), the sides of the epigyne straight or curved, parallel or divergent

to the top.

I studied the relative length of the legs, often a very useful character, without

result. Then I turned to the spines: after having drawn the four legs of the left

side seen from the front and from behind (of the two species), it seemed to me
that I had discovered a few spines in saxatilis that were absent in terrestris; a

comparison of the right legs already diminished the differences. When, further-

more, I examined a second couple the few spines "characteristic" for saxatilis were

missing in saxatilis but present in terrestris] L. Muller (1952) has already drawn

attention to the large degree of variability in the number of spines in these species.

The conclusion from the foregoing must be that the identification of the females

of the two species cannot be based on a dichotomous key, but that often several

characters should be taken into consideration simultaneously: then certitude will

always be obtainable.

The species occurring in the Netherlands is C. terrestris; van Hasselt (1886 :

33) and Chrysanthus (1951 : 99; 1954 : 19) used the name atropos; in Chry-

SANTHUS(1963 : 18) the correct name is used.
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